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    Holistic Nutrition and Lifestyle Lessons

    Learn foundational nutrition concepts that will allow you to take control of your overall health.

    Do you know how to make healthy food choices based on YOUR body’s nutritional requirements?

    
        
          Learn More
        
        

    





  

  
    
        
            
    Stress & Emotion Management

Roller coasters can be fun, but not if your emotions are riding on one!

    Did you know that stress is the #1 cause of most illness and disease?

    
        
          Learn More
        
        

    





  

  
    
        
            
    Nutrition Response Testing

We use a proven system that zeros in on the underlying causes of non-optimal health.

    Are you dealing with unresolved health issues for which you can’t get answers?

    
        
          Learn More
        
        

    





  

    
    
        
            
    Massage Therapy and Body Work

Make self-care a priority in your health journey

    Do you suffer from stress, tension, weak immunity, disrupted sleep and pain?

    
        
          Learn More
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    Holistic Approach

    Meet the team
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    Holistic Health Services

    Work with us
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    Success Stories

    Get inspired & motivated

    
      More
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    Request an Appointment

    Call me or fill in a form

    
      More
  

  












  Begin the journey to restore and maintain your overall well-being

  Our approach is holistic 




  Holistic health is about caring for the whole person. We are uniquely complex individuals consisting of physical, mental, emotional and spiritual aspects. Our design is absolutely awe-inspiring.

  Holistic health is rooted in the understanding that all of these aspects work together and affect your overall health, and being unwell in one aspect profoundly affects you in others.

  Holistic health is a lifestyle. It doesn’t stop and start when you walk in and out of our office. What you do on a daily basis to tend to every aspect of yourself is just as important as the services we offer.

  Our mission is vast 

  The mission of Master’s Design Holistic Health Solutions is to support as many people as possible on their journey to restore and maintain optimal physical, emotional and cognitive health, using a natural, non-medicated approach and to empower them to enjoy God’s design for well-being.

  Start working with us













  
    We will work in a multi-faceted way…

    Every Session is personalized to every single, different and unique person’s needs
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      Personal Health and Wellness Sessions 
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      Massage Therapy and Body Work

      
        More
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      Holistic Nutrition and Lifestyle Lessons
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      Emotional Release 
Sessions

      
        More
    

    

    

    
  









 
  
   
    Personalized care and attention sets Master’s Design apart. We appreciate all the clients we have worked with previously and those who are considering working with us. Thank you for allowing us to assist you in addressing your needs. We pledge to do our best and always put your best interest first.

    
      
  
          
        CHECK OUT THE WAY WE WORK
          
  
      
  

  


 










  
    Need to improve physical, emotional or cognitive function?

    Call (540) 212-4552 and let’s began the journey together!

    
      
  
            
          Let’s Talk
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                    “I had not slept well in years. I couldn’t fall asleep due to restless legs and pain.  When I did fall asleep, I would wake up from night sweats and hot flashes. Almost everything I ate caused me to have pain and bloating. Headaches were an everyday occurrence. Thanks to Sandy these are all things of the past. I never thought I would find help after all these years of looking for answers, but I found them. Best decision ever! ”

                     B.F.
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                    “I came to Master’s Design with blurred vision, dizziness, eye floaters, a shaking arm, hand achiness and a middle backache. All of these issues are resolved. Thank you to the Master’s Design Team! ”

                    S.K
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                     "My son had his first seizure at the age of two. The neurologist informed us that he would need brain surgery at the age of five. We began coming to Master’s Design and he is now four years old and has not had any more seizures. He does not need and is not taking any of the medication that was prescribed to him. The irregular electrical impulses that were happening when tested by the Neurologist, are now GONE and he has been released by his doctor. I sing the praises of Master’s Design and how God has used you to anyone who will listen. A thousand thank you’s would never be enough! "

                    S.K.
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                     "I have been going to Master’s Design for four months and have seen big improvements in my health. I no longer need to take insulin, my clothing size has gone from 14 to 8, my vitamin B, D and iron levels have all improved on my bloodwork and I have more energy and stamina. Thank you Brittany! I would highly recommend them."

                    R.H.
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                   "The staff couldn’t be friendlier and are committed to discovering just what my body needs for optimum health. I didn’t want to go on medication (with all the horrible side effects) for my worsening psoriasis and after five months of following their individually tailored dietary advice, it has almost entirely resolved! I feel better in my body and mind, I have lost weight, I sleep better and have less sugar cravings. I love the support and hope I receive there! Highly recommend."

                  C.M.
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                 "Before coming to Master’s Design, I was taking thyroid medication for my hypo-thyroid, I had been diagnosed with Barrett’s Esophagus, I had daily diarrhea, severe indigestion and stomach pain. I no longer need to take the Thyroid medication, at my last Doctor’s appointment, there was no more signs of Barrett’s 
                  Esophagus, the other intestinal issues are now gone, and I lost 62 pounds! Thank you Master’s Design! 
                  "

                J.K.
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               "My son is 4 years old; he was diagnosed with Speech Apraxia and has never spoken. We’ve done so many different therapies to get him talking, from massages, oils, chiropractor, speech therapy etc.  Sandy Combs at Master’s Design was recommended by my dear friend Sarah Russell. This has been the biggest blessing. Fast forward to 3 months of sessions at Master’s Design, Maverick began saying full sentences. I’m so thankful for you and your clinic. Thank you so much for all your love and dedication. You have even inspired my daughter to learn and go deeper into human anatomy- especially learning about the additives in our foods. 
                "

              N.C.
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             "My biggest improvements have been with my level of energy, my digestion and my mood. I have a lot of autoimmune conditions we are working to put into remission and now I have hope! Brittany is such a caring and supportive professional. Her knowledge of the body, of how to achieve optimal health and her intuition are a powerful combination. I am so grateful for her!
              "

            L.R.
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           "We are so thankful for Master’s Design and how God has used each of you and your practice to heal our family. Words cannot do justice to the transformation we have seen. You all brought hope to what felt like a hopeless situation. We are so thankful for your care for us!
            "

          M.M.
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         "When I started coming, I had unknown stomach pain after eating. My pain is gone, and my sleep has even improved! Wonderful staff. Sandy really takes time to work with you and your concerns. I now know what to eat and what foods are triggers for me. I love the knowledge I have gained from coming here.
          "

        D.B
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       "I have had a headache every day for the last nine months. After coming to Master’s Design, the frequency begin to decrease and after about a month, I completely stopped having headaches!
        "

      H.K
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       "I am SO thankful for the improvements in my health since I have been coming to Master's Design! I used to get sick all the time and now it is rare that I do, my food sensitivities are less, and I can eat more variety, I have a lot more energy than I used to, and I am able to think more clearly.  I feel so blessed!!
        "

      J.F.
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       "My son was diagnosed with ADHD and we did not want to put him on medication. His focus and impulsive actions have improved. He is doing much better in school. The holistic approach has been a true blessing.
        "

      D.B
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       "I just walked out of an incredibly relaxing, yet super tailored to my unique needs massage, at a beautiful holistic health studio so carefully tucked away in Culpeper. I’m feeling blessed, relaxed, and ready to tackle not only today, but the rest of this week! HIGHLY, highly recommend my girl, Melissa! Her prices are FANTASTIC and her attention and skill are even better. 
        "

      K.P.
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       "My daughter is six years old and has suffered with a very itchy rash all over her body that she developed several years ago from a tick bite. We have been coming to Master’s Design for a short time and the rash is almost gone! 
        "

      A.S
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       "Masters Design has been a huge blessing to our family! Marked academic improvement has been seen on Caroline’s tests at school and by her teachers. She has improved in reading, spelling and writing and best of all, is really enjoying learning. She has improved in her ability to focus, concentrate, and follow through on tasks. This has given her so much more confidence. We have seen so much growth in our family’s overall health and knowledge of making lifelong choices for well-being. We are overjoyed!
        "

      K.H.
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       "After having seen Sandy for a while now, I have noticed a drastic change in my overall health.  My immune system, which had always been very poor, has improved so that I get sick much less often, and when I do, I don't wipe out and can still function.  My processing, comprehension, writing, and communication skills have all significantly improved, so much so that I graduated top of class in two law enforcement academies and have been successful in my job in law enforcement.
        "

      B.F.
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       "When we first came to Master’s Design, my son would choke on his saliva, he couldn’t sleep at night, at the age of nine, he was still a bed wetter and tripping was almost a daily occurrence. Allof these issues have been resolved for him!
        "

      A.F.
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       "No more chronic eye styes for me!"

      S.M.
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       "Had the worst experience at the doctor’s office today. Just reminded me how thankful I am for you and your team. Love you guys!
        "

      E.K.
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       "I had dealt with Vertigo for years and now it is gone!"

      M.D.

      
  




        

        

        


      

    


  






          
            
              
                "Empowering Wellness" 

                 2002 Orange Road Suite 105 Culpeper, VA 22701

                 help@holistichealthva.com

                (540) 212-4552

                Disclaimer 
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                Master’s Design does not diagnose or treat illness, disease or any other physical or mental disorder. The information provided on this site should not be used as a replacement for professional medical advice offered by licensed doctors and health care professionals in your state. Sandy Combs and HolisticHealthVA.com are not dispensing advice, diagnoses, or prescriptions, either directly or indirectly. The information provided is for educational purposes only and to give general information and basic understanding about various alternative options for wellness. HolisticHealthVA.com makes no warranties with respect to any information provided throughout this site. Testimonials do not constitute a guarantee, warranty or prediction.
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